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Abstract—Using space as an additional degree of freedom is
one possible solution to cope with future bandwidth issues. In
free-space optics (FSO), spatial multiplexing of structured light
modes is limited by the impact of the atmospheric turbulence.
Therefore, beating the effects of turbulence is a major problem
for structured light-based FSO communication. Here, we model
the propagation of Laguerre-Gaussian beams using a modified
von Kármán turbulence model with time-dependent turbulence
phase screens. We equally investigate the performance of a zero-
forcing pre-coding technique to mitigate the effects of turbulence
in a full-duplex Laguerre-Gaussian mode based FSO. In the
modeling, we account for various limiting factors, including phase
estimation errors, noise, imperfect, and outdated channel-state
information on the pre-coding approach.

Index Terms—Atmospheric turbulence, Free space optics, Spa-
tial mode multiplexing, Structured light modes, Zero-forcing

I. INTRODUCTION

FREE space optics (FSO) is an unlicensed communication
technology that uses the free space as a propagation

medium to connect two communicating terminals wirelessly
[1]. FSO has received considerable attention due to the in-
crease in the number of connected devices in a bandwidth-
hungry world facing RF spectrum scarcity. FSO is equally
an attractive solution for the ‘last-mile’ connectivity problem
in communication infrastructure, bringing fiber throughput to
the home at minimum installation cost. Adopting FSO can
also help to tackle the ‘digital divide’ between rural and urban
areas [2]. All of these advantages have made FSO a technology
candidate for the future generation 6G era [3]–[5]. By using
different complex light structures, it is possible to increase the
capacity of an FSO link. The concept is known as spatial mode
multiplexing (SMM) [6]. In SMM, each spatial mode can be
used as an independent data carrier scaling the transmission
capacity by the number of modes used. One particular spatial
mode set is the Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) family, which has
been suggested as a basis of choice for SMM [7].

Distortions of structured light beams due to propagation
through turbulent FSO channels is one of the main limiting
factors for the system performance. This issue has been
addressed in the past through the use of adaptive optics (AO)
systems and various digital signal processing (DSP) tech-
niques, and both of the approaches have proven to be efficient
[8]–[10]. However, AO setups can be very costly, whereas DSP
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techniques can complicate the decoding process. Recently, a
novel idea of channel effects pre-compensation with zero-
forcing (ZF) algorithm to mitigate inter-modal crosstalk was
proposed [11] and experimentally validated for communication
involving orbital angular momentum (OAM) modes, which are
a subset of the LG basis [12]. If implemented, such a method
would allow for the use of entirely passive receivers or increase
the capacity in case of full-duplex transmission. In this context,
we provide numerical simulations of the performance of the
crosstalk suppression technique for a communication system
involving modes from the general LG mode set, giving further
insight into this subject. The simulations involve close-to-
reality and time dependent modeling of a wide range of at-
mospheric turbulence regimes. We also investigate the impact
of various system imperfections, including phase estimation
error and imperfect channel state information (CSI).

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II provides some preliminaries needed to understand the
present contribution. Section III is devoted to describing the
system model and operation. Section IV provides simulation
and statistical analysis results. Section V is dedicated to
the practical implementation discussion. Finally, Section VI
concludes the paper.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Laguerre-Gaussian Mode Basis

In this work, we consider modes from the LG mode family,
which form a solution to the wave equation under the paraxial
wave approximation. LG modes are orthogonal to each other,
which makes them a potential modes of choice for SMM.
Although previous reports have shown that Hermite Gaussian
mode basis may, on average, outperform LG in terms of
turbulence resilience [13], [14], we choose LG basis due to
its cylindrical symmetry, and, hence, more straightforward
generation and process in practice.

In a cylindrical system coordinates (r, φ, z), the electric field
of an LG mode with radial and azimuthal indices p and `,
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respectively, can be represented as follows [15]
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where ω(z) = ω0

√
1 + (z/zR)2 is the beam spot size as a

function of z, the beam waist ω0 and the beam Rayleigh range
zR = πω2

0/λ, with λ being the optical wavelength. ζ(z) =
arctan(z/zR) denotes the Gouy phase, k = 2π/λ is the wave
number, R(z) = z[1 + (zR/z)

2] is the beam curvature, and
L
|`|
p (.) are the generalized Laguerre polynomials.

B. Modeling Atmospheric Turbulence

1) Phase-Screen Approach: As the refractive index of the
air varies randomly due to fluctuation of the temperature and
density of the air, different parts of the beam will propagate
over slightly varying optical distances. This, in turn, causes
distortions in both spatial- and phase- profile of the light
mode [16]. The effect of turbulence on a light beam can be
approximated as a multiplication of an optical field with a
number of a randomly generated phase-screens [16]. There are
numerous approaches to generate phase-screens, which follow
different physical models [17]. Here, we consider the modified
von Kármán turbulence model and the refractive index power
spectral density (PSD) of fluctuations is given as follows [17]:

Φn(κ, r0) = 0.023r
−5/3
0 exp

(
−κ2/κ2m

)(
κ2 + κ20

)−11/6
,

(2)
where r0 is the Fried parameter, κ =

√
κ2x + κ2y , κx and κy

are the spatial frequencies, κm = 5.92/l0, κ0 = 2π/L0. The
parameters l0 and L0 are the inner and outer scale of turbu-
lence, respectively. The former represents a characteristic size
of the small-sized eddies in the atmosphere and generally is
in the range of a few millimeters. The latter is a characteristic
size of the large eddies and typically has values in the range
of tens of meters.

To model the turbulence effect, we follow a similar method
of [10]. To generate a single realization of a phase-screen,
we rely on the following formula, involving the inverse of a
2-dimensional fast Fourier transform (2D-FFT) F(·):

ϕ(x, y) = F−1
[

C

N∆x

√
Φn(κ, r0prop)

]
, (3)

where N is the number of grid points per side, ∆x is the
distance between the grid points, C is a N×N array of random
variables (N(0, 1) + iN(0, 1)), and r0prop is the propagation
Fried parameter for a single phase screen, and expressed as
follows [14]:

r0prop ≈
(
zprop
ztot

)−3/5
r0, (4)

where ztot is the total propagation distance and zprop is the
propagation distance represented by a single phase screen.
To improve the phase screen generator, we are also using the
sub-harmonic correction method proposed in [18].

2) Time Dependence Modeling of Turbulent Channels:
The time dependence in real systems can be mimicked by
generating a series of phase-screens that are connected in time.
In our simulations, a 2D-FFT is used to generate ϕ(x, y),
and we can exploit the periodicity of ϕ(x, y) to generate
time-connected phase-screens by the following method. In
accordance with the frozen-flow hypothesis, we can regard
the change of phase-screen in time as a shift of coordinates
[19]: {

ϕ(x, y, t) = ϕ(x, y)

ϕ(x, y, t+ δt) = ϕ(x+ δx, y + δy),
(5)

where δx, δy = vwindδt/
√

2. Note that this formula is only
valid under the assumption of constant r0prop, which is
a reasonable assumption in a horizontal beam propagation
scenario [16]. At the same time, ϕ(x, y) in simulations is
periodic by nature (as it is FFT-generated), so we can shift each
screen indefinitely, getting a series of phase-screens related in
time. This approach has a flaw, i.e., all the phase-screens are
generated with the same realization of random induction of
the Fourier spectrum. To avoid repetition, we generate phase-
screens that are substantially larger than the beam waist, and
we limit ourselves to studying the performance of the system
over a short time frame.

C. Beam Propagation Through Turbulent Atmosphere
To simulate the propagation of a light beam through mul-

tiple phase screens, we employ the split-step Fourier method
(SSFM) described in Algorithm 1:

Algorithm 1 Numerical Beam Propagation using SSFM

1: Generate a beam field E1(x, y) at z = 0.
2: Define jmax = ztot/zprop
3: for j = 1 : jmax do
4: Decomposition

E(s)

(
κx, κy

)
= F

[
Ej(x, y)

]
,

where E(s) is the representation of Ej(x, y) in domain
of spatial frequencies (κx, κy).

5: Propagation

E(sp)

(
κx, κy

)
= E(s)

(
κx, κy

)
E(p)

(
κx, κy

)
,

where E(p) is the propagator in k-space to a distance
zprop.

6: Reconstruction

Ej+1(x, y) = F−1
[
E(sp)

(
κx, κy

)]
7: Distortion

Ej+1(x, y) = Ej+1(x, y) exp[iϕ(x, y, t)]

8: end for
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Fig. 1: System model of a bi-directional communication between two transceivers, TRX1 and TRX2.

III. SYSTEM MODEL AND OPERATION

The system model, depicted in Fig. 1, consists of two sym-
metric transceivers, denoted as TRX1 and TRX2, operating in
turn. Before transmitting data, each transceiver first needs an
adequate estimate of the channel. If TRX1 wants to send data
to TRX2, the latter has to send the modes continuously to the
former through the channel at M different time slots, where
M is the number of modes used for transmission. We assume
that the turbulent channel does not change between these M
time slots, but only between the different transmission steps.
This assumption is made, as the speed of steering mechanisms
that can be used in practice for the fast switch of light modes
far exceeds the assumed refresh rate of an SLM. Each mode
is received separately by TRX1, and the channel matrix H(t)
is estimated. Here we assume that the modes are generated
and detected using spatial light modulators (SLMs), which are
commonly used in structured light communication experiments
[12], [20]. A pseudo-inverse channel matrix, H(t)+, is then
calculated, and TRX1 starts transmitting data to TRX2 after
pre-coding the information using H(t)+. At transceiver TRX2,
the modes are decomposed, and each mode is directed to a
particular receiver. The same pre-coding steps are required if
TRX2 is transmitting data to TRX1.

In the following, we provide a mathematical formulation for
the LG communication system using the turbulence suppres-
sion process in cases of a noiseless and noisy transmission.

A. Beam Detection

We denote by Ei the field of the ith mode from the set
of M LG modes used for the transmission. The received ith

beam after propagating through a turbulent channel, can be
viewed by a receiver as:

Edisti =

M∑
j=1

Ejhi,j , (6)

where the inter-modal crosstalk coefficients hi,j can be deter-
mined as a weighted inner product

〈
·|·
〉

between the received
beam (Edisti ) and the undisturbed beam (Ei) as follows:

hi,j =

〈
Edisti |Ej

〉〈
Ej |Ej

〉 . (7)

By knowing the inter-modal crosstalk coefficients, the channel
matrix can be constructed, and the turbulent channel can be
inverted to mitigate the effects of turbulence on the LG beams.

B. System Limitations

1) Phase Estimation Imperfection: While propagating, the
phase of an LG beam changes due to the Gouy phase in the
field of the spatial distribution (See Eq. (1)). The phase of
the beam also changes due to propagation through a turbulent
atmosphere. The proposed crosstalk suppression scheme is
susceptible to phase estimation errors. Phase estimation errors
do not originate from the mode’s spatial distribution, but from
the channel effects on the overall beam phase coming from
the estimated channel matrix:

hi,j = |h| exp (iψ), (8)

where ψ is the estimated arrival phase (modulo 2π). A phase
error of 0.3 rad already introduces substantial error to the
channel matrix, and, thus, to the calculated pre-coding matrix.
In the following, we consider a value of 10−3 rad as a phase
estimation error by adding white Gaussian noise with a
standard deviation of 10−3 rad to the numerically determined
phase. In Section V, we discuss how the phase is estimated
in practice, and investigate the effect of phase error on the
system performance.

2) Time Delay: Time delays introduce CSI estimation
imperfections into the system. These imperfections mainly
depend on the atmospheric turbulence conditions, the wind
speed, and the refresh rate of the used SLMs for the mode
generation. From our observations, we found that satisfactory
system performance in terms of system efficiency with 5
m/s wind speed (commonly known as gentle breeze wind-
force condition) and moderate turbulence conditions can
be sustained with an SLM with a refresh rate of 500 Hz.
Considering strong turbulence conditions and higher wind
speeds affects the system performance and requires the use
of SLMs with higher refresh rates. Note that fast SLMs
based on digital micromirror devices that can be dynamically
switched with a rate of up to a few tens of kHz are available
in practice [21].
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3) Noise Effect: Assuming two identical transceivers, the
channel estimation is conducted by the same system. Thus, we
choose not to assume a perfect CSI, as a similar transmitter-
receiver pair conducts channel estimation as the actual data
transmission over the same channel. Therefore, we consider
two setups:
• Noiseless case to study system performance over the

turbulence under the asymptotically high signal-to-noise-
ratio (SNR) assumption.

• Noisy case, where both CSI estimation and data trans-
mission are subject to the same SNR levels.

C. Transmission Modeling

In the presence of noise, the received signal can be modeled
as follows

y = γηH(t)x+ n, (9)

where γ is an equivalent term to the square root of the SNR,
n is the complex valued circularly symmetric white Gaussian
noise with unit power, and η denotes the square root of the
optical-to-electrical power conversion efficiency coefficient.
For simplicity, from now on, η will be considered as a part of
the channel matrix H .

The transmission from TRX2 to TRX1 to estimate the
channel matrix can be expressed as

yTRX1
i = γH(t)xei + n1, (10)

where xei are estimation vectors representing the modes as

xe1 =


1
0
· · ·
0

 , xe2 =


0
1
· · ·
0

 , . . . xeM =


0
0
· · ·
1

 . (11)

so that the estimated channel matrix Ĥ(t) is

Ĥ(t) =
(
yTRX1
1

γ ;
yTRX1
2

γ ; . . .
yTRX1
n

γ

)
. (12)

With the channel matrix estimated, the zero-forcing algo-
rithm can be utilized to suppress the crosstalk. Therefore, the
received signal of the ith mode is

yTRX2
i =γH(t+ τ)xpi + n2

= γH(t+ τ)(Ĥ(t))+xei + n2 = γxei + ε,
(13)

where xpi is the precoded sent vector and ε is the error coming
from overall CSI imperfection and noise at the receiver of
TRX2. In the case of an asymptotically high SNR, noise effect
on the system can be neglected, which will be further regarded
as a ‘noiseless’ case as opposed to considered above ‘noisy’
case.

D. System Performance Metrics

Let H1 = Ĥ(t) be a channel estimate at the receiver of
TRX1, and H2 = H(t + τ)(Ĥ(t))+ be a channel estimate
at the receiver of TRX2. We also define a fidelity matrix
Fd(H) = H � H̄ , where � denotes the Hadamart product,
and H̄ is the element-wise complex conjugation of matrix H .
Then, the overall system efficiency over channels without

correction (1), and with correction (2) can be formulated in as
follows:

PE1,2 =
(Fd(H1,2))tr∑
i

∑
j Fd(H1,2)i,j

, (14)

where (.)tr denotes the matrix trace. The efficiency of the ith

channel for both cases can be given as follows:

PE1,2
i =

Fd(H1,2)i,i∑
j Fd(H1,2)i,j

. (15)

Finally, we can define the transmit fidelity of the ith channel
as

TFi =
Fd(H2)i,i

Fd(H2)i,i + maxj.i 6=j Fd(H2)i,j
. (16)

The transmit fidelity, TF , is a normalized quantity that serves
as a metric to judge the relative difference between the
received amplitude of the sent mode versus the maximum
amplitude between the erroneous modes. When TF is lower
than 0.5, the reception of a single mode is erroneous, and if
TF is equal or more than 0.5, the reception is correct.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

The parameters used in the simulations are summarized in
Table I.

TABLE I: Simulation parameters

Parameter Value Units
Operating wavelength (λ) 1550 nm
Beam waist (ω) 0.025 m
Total propagation distance (ztot) 1000 m
Step propagation distance (zprop) 10 m
Outer scale (L0) 100 m
Inner scale (l0) 0.01 m
Wind speed (vwind) 5 m/s
Screen size (D) 0.5 m
Number of grid points per side (N ) 256 -
SLM refresh rate 500 Hz
Channel delay (τ ) 1 ms
Time step (δt) 1 ms
Phase estimation error (ψe) 1e-3 rad
Electrical-to-optical conversion coefficient (η2) 0.8 -
Number of modes (M ) 4 -

A. Mode Set Selection

The choice of the transmission mode set from the LG(p,`)

basis is essential when designing an SMM system, as it can
drastically affect the performance. The average mode fidelity
reduces with the increase of both radial and azimuthal indices
[14]. Thus, it is reasonable to choose modes closer to the
LG(0,0) mode. Moreover, the performance of the algorithm
depends strongly on the amount of energy (and information
about the channel) obtained at the receiver. Therefore, it is
beneficial to the overall system performance to have strongly
coupled channels. Transmitting through weakly coupled chan-
nels results in channel matrix being poorly conditioned and
thus to significant numerical errors in the pre-coding matrix.
Also, communicating through such a channel results in an
overall lower received power. In this study, we propose to
choose a set of modes (p, `) = {(0, 0), (0, 1), (0,−1), (1, 0)},
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as the set with the strong inter-coupling and average mode
crosstalk. Modes have different average efficiencies, but for
this study, we will consider them identical for simplicity.
Accounting for the average efficiency of the modes may
improve system performance.

B. System Performance Analysis

The system performances are analyzed for Fried parameter
values in the range of r0 = 0.03 . . . 0.11 m, which, in this
case, corresponds to a refractive index structure parameter, C2

n,
values between ≈ 5 · 10−14 - 5.7 · 10−15[m−2/3] representing
range of moderate to strong turbulence conditions [14]. The
naming ‘very strong’ turbulence will be used to denote the
strongest turbulence regime considered corresponding to a
Fried parameter of r0 = 0.03 m.

1) Characteristic Efficiency Analysis in Time: Looking at
the system performance in time, we can see the nature of
recognition errors resulting from added noise at the receiver
and turbulence change over time. For comparison, we consider
two simulation scenarios: system efficiency without the ZF
pre-coding and system efficiency with the ZF pre-coding.

Fig. 2: Efficiency of the system over time for SNR = 15 dB,
under a moderate turbulence regime (r0 = 0.11 m).

In the case of an SNR level of 15 dB and under a moderate
atmospheric turbulence regime with r0 = 0.11, the channel
pre-compensation is not effective, due to the imperfections
in CSI estimation, as can be seen in Fig. 2. The blue and
red lines here represent the overall system efficiencies of the
system with and without ZF pre-coding. Change of the SNR
level from 15 to 25 dB yields significant improvement in
performance, as can be seen from the Fig. 3.

Fig. 3: Efficiency of the system over time for SNR = 25 dB,
under a moderate turbulence regime (r0 = 0.11 m).

In the noiseless case, the correction efficiency can still
fluctuate in a moderate turbulence regime (r0 = 0.09 m),
as can be seen in Fig. 4. The efficiency fluctuations here are
mainly caused by the outdated CSI. This effect can be regarded
as a hard limitation on a system performance in practice, and
can be mitigated by the increase of the SLM refresh rate.

Fig. 4: Efficiency of the system over time for infinite SNR,
under a moderate turbulence regime (r0 = 0.09 m).

2) Transmit-Receive Matrix Analysis: Another way to an-
alyze the system performance is through the mode purity
matrices. The matrices are determined at the following four
different steps:

• (A) At TRX2 to be transmitted to TRX1
• (B) At TRX1 received from TRX2
• (C) At TRX1 to be sent to TRX2 (pre-coding matrix)
• (D) At TRX2 received from TRX1
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Fig. 5: Noiseless transmission at different turbulence regimes
(r0 = 0.03, 0.07, 0.11 m.)

Fig. 6: Noisy transmission at different SNR levels for r0 =
0.11 m (moderate turbulence).

Under a moderate turbulence regime and without accounting
for the additive noise, a nearly perfect recognition is obtained
at the receiver of TRX2, as can be seen in Fig. 5 (line 1,
column D). Under a strong turbulence regime (r0 = 0.07
m), the energies of the modes at the receiver of TRX2 drop
compared to the moderate turbulence conditions (see line 2,
column D of Fig. 5). The picture changes for the very strong
turbulence (r0 = 0.03 m) (see line 3, column D of Fig. 5), and
the effect of the CSI estimation imperfection is clearly visible
in noiseless conditions.

Considering the effect of additive noise, for an SNR of 25
dB, a nearly perfect reconstruction at the receiver of TRX2 is
obtained, as can be seen in Fig. 6 (line 1, column D). At an
SNR level of 20 dB, the effect of noise becomes noticeable,
in particular for the pre-coding matrix at the TRX1 transmitter
(see line 2, column C of Fig. 6). We also note a lower
efficiency of the system at the TRX2 receiver compared to
the 25 dB transmission (see line 2, column D of Fig. 6). At
an SNR of 15 dB, the spreading in the received matrix at the
TRX2 is more severe compared to the 20 dB and 25 dB cases
(see column D of Fig. 6).

3) Statistical Efficiency Analysis over Time: In the follow-
ing, we only consider a close-to-reality “noisy” transmission
scenario, and we limit our simulations to a maximum SNR
level of 40 dB. We statistically analyze the efficiency of the
pre-coding technique in time using 1000 system runs over
250 time steps each. The statistics of the efficiency are also
compared to the statistics of the system operating without
the pre-correction. Therefore, the two simulation scenarios of
the system efficiency are considered in this section are the
following:

• (A) System efficiency without ZF pre-coding
• (B) System efficiency with ZF pre-coding

The overlapped efficiency graphs at different SNR levels
are depicted in Figs. 7–9. Note that the normalization for
density heat map is done separately for each case for clear
visualization.

Fig. 7: Efficiency at an SNR level of 15 dB for r0 equals to
(a) 0.03, (b) 0.05, (c) 0.07, (d) 0.09, and (e) 0.11 m.

Fig. 8: Efficiency at an SNR level of 25 dB for r0 equals to
(a) 0.03, (b) 0.05, (c) 0.07, (d) 0.09, and (e) 0.11 m.
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Fig. 9: Efficiency at an SNR level of 35 dB for r0 equals to
(a) 0.03, (b) 0.05, (c) 0.07, (d) 0.09, and (e) 0.11 m.

4) Average Performance Analysis: By combining the data
generated in the previous section to a one data-set of 250000
time points, we estimate the system’s average performance.
We also analyze the effect of operational wavelength change
from 1550 to 850 nm by comparing all computed metrics to
the reference values at two SNR levels of 25 and 30 dB.

Fig. 10: Average system efficiency with and without the ZF
pre-coding at different SNR levels. Error bars represent the
25-75 percentile range.

The increase in the system efficiency starts to be visible,
starting from an SNR level of 20 dB. Further increase in the
SNR to up to 40 dB provides a significant boost in the system
performance for a wide range of turbulence conditions with
r0 values between 0.03 and 0.11 m. We then determine the
fade probability of the crosstalk suppression system defined
as follows

Pfade =
Tfade
Ttot

, (17)

where Ttot is the number of total time points, and Tfade is
the number of total time points where the transmit fidelity
TFi falls below 0.5 for any mode from the considered LG
mode set. The fade probability of the system for different SNR

levels is presented in Fig. 11.The fade probability decreases
considerably in low turbulence regimes and at higher SNR
levels.

Fig. 11: Fade probability of the system with and without the
ZF pre-coding at different SNR levels.

Fig. 12: BER performance of the system with and without the
ZF pre-coding at different SNR levels.

5) Bit Error Rate Estimation: Bit Error Rate (BER) of
the system in question can be estimated, assuming an on-
off-keying (OOK) modulation scheme. The OOK modulation
scheme is chosen since it can be reliably implemented in
practice and, more importantly, without imposing additional
system complexity [5]. We assume that the four data-carrying
modes communicate simultaneously; therefore, suitable detec-
tors need to be employed at the receiver side to prevent false
receptions due to the residual crosstalk. One solution is to use
a maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) threshold detector.
However, knowledge of the channel statistics is needed to
calculate the thresholds. Given the ad-hoc nature of the system
BER estimation, we can assume full knowledge of the channel
statistics to estimate the system BER. Under this assumption,
the decoding threshold for each intensity detector is calculated
separately at the receiver. All the 16 possible 4-bit words are
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then generated for each of the 250000 considered time-points,
and from this, the system BER is obtained. The overall system
BER performance is depicted in Fig. 12 and a significant
decrease in the BER due to the ZF pre-coding can be seen,
especially for the higher SNR regimes for 30-40 dB.

V. PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION DISCUSSION

One of the major requirements for the operation of ZF
pre-coding is the extraction of complex modal content of
the incoming LG beams (in terms of amplitude and phase).
So far, there are not yet instruments that could directly
extract the modal content of a structured light beam [22].
However, the phase and amplitude of structured light beams
can be determined optically through a modal decomposition
process involving correlation filters, and an optical intensity
detector, which could be either a camera or a photodiode,
placed in the focal plane of a Fourier transforming lens [23].
Acquiring the amplitude can be performed using a single
intensity measurement with the detector. Obtaining the phase
requires two additional measurements with a reference beam.
By superimposing correlation filters on an SLM screen, it is
possible to capture the phase and amplitude simultaneously
[22]. The amplitude measurement is quite a reliable process.
However, the phase measurement may result in tiny errors. For
this reason, we investigate the effect of phase error estimation
on the ZF pre-coding, and the fade probability for different
values of phase error is depicted in Fig. 13. For a phase error
of 0.1 rad, the fade probability is almost identical to the case
of phase error of 10−3 rad. At 0.3 rad, the fade probability
has increased, in particular for moderate and low turbulence
conditions. Changing the operational wavelength from 1550
nm to 850 nm resulted in nearly identical system performances
in terms of efficiency, fade probability, and BER (refer to Figs.
10, 11, and 12).

Fig. 13: Fade probability for a system with phase error set to
(10−3, 0.1, 0.3) rad at an SNR level of 25 dB.

VI. CONCLUSION

In summary, the performance of an SMM-based FSO system
was numerically analyzed. Close-to-reality simulations of the

atmospheric turbulence were considered through the modified
von Kármán turbulence model. Practical system limitations,
including phase estimation errors, noise, and outdated CSI,
were also taken into account. The average system efficiency
and fade probability were calculated under a wide range of
turbulence and SNR regimes. The system showed an increase
in performance for realistic turbulence starting from an SNR
level of 20 dB. The BER performance of the system was
estimated, assuming an OOK modulation scheme. Finally, a
discussion on the practical implementation is presented, and
the effect of the phase error estimation is investigated.
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VII. APPENDIX

Algorithm 2 Simulation pseudo - code.

1: Define indices p and ` for modes used in the transmission:

p = [1, 0, 0, 0]

` = [0,−1, 1, 0]

2: for t = 1 : tmax do
3: Define pre-coding matrix for TRX2:

P = eye(M)

4: for j = 1 : M do
5: Define a beam

E = zeros(N)

6: for k = 1 : M do
7:

E = E + LG(p(k),`(k)) ∗ P (j, k)

8: end for
9: Normalize the power of the beam:

E = E/norm(E, ‘fro’) ∗ γ

10: Propagate the beam with SSFM algorithm:

E = SSFM(E)

11: Find decomposition coefficients of a jth beam after
propagation (see Eq. (7)), acquiring H(j,:).

12: Introduce responsivity and imperfections:

H(j,:) = η ∗H(j,:) ∗ exp(i ∗N(0, ψe)) + CN(0, 1)

13: end for
14: Compute performance metrics (Eqs. 14, 15, 16) for

the propagation without ZF at time t.
15: Repeat the (4-13) procedure for the ZF with the esti-

mated pre-coding matrix:

P = pinv(H)

16: Compute performance metrics (Eqs. 14, 15, 16) for
the propagation with ZF at time t.

17: end for

Full Matlab simulation codes are available online at [24].
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